Abstract --It is widely believed that the back propagation algorithm in neural networks, for tasks such as pattern classification, overcomes the limitations of the perceptron. We construct several counterexamples to this belief. We also construct linearly separable examples which have a unique minimum which fails to separate two families of vectors, and a simple example with four two-dimensional vectors in a single layer network showing local minima with a large basin of attraction. Thus back propagation is guaranteed to fail in the first, and likely to in the second, example. We show that even multilayered (hidden layer) networks can also fail in this way to classify linearly separable problems. Since our examples are all linearly separable, the perceptron would correctly classify them. Our results disprove the presumption, made in recent years, that, barring local minima, back propagation will find the best set of weights for a given problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE Back Propagation ( B P ) algorithm has been pro-T posed as a training procedure for neural network models [7] . The importance of BP is that it can be applied to multilayered neural networks, whereas the earlier Perceptron Learning Procedure [6] applies only to one-layer networks. While one-layer networks are limited in the transformations they can perform, multilayered networks are much more general. BP is gradient descent on a function of least squared errors ( L S E ) , where the errors will be defined shortly, and many problems have been reported for which BP converged to the LSE solution [7] . In fact, it has been suggested that BP is capable of training neural networks to perform arbitrary transformations, and that barring local minima, the BP algorithm finds optimal sets of synaptic interconnection strengths (weights) [7] , [lo] .
In this paper, we point out some of the weaknesses of the BP technique. In particular, we consider one of the most rudimentary tasks which a neural network might be used to perform-classifying a set of distinguishable stimuli into two sets. We show that numerous simple classes of separable problems exist for whch BP fails to find a separating solution. All of our examples would be correctly classified by the Perceptron Learning Procedure [5] .
Since BP is a gradient descent technique, the learning algorithm can get stuck in nearby local minima. It has Manuscript received July 1, 1988; revised November 4, 1988 and December 16, 1988. been observed that networks with hidden layers can have local suboptimal minima in the error function when a nonlinear activation function is used, causing the BP algorithm to fail [7] , however this situation has been largely downplayed and ignored. We show that for nonlinear activation functions (e.g., the logistic function), even onelayer networks (no hidden layers) can contain suboptimal local minima. The example given in Section I11 is extremely simple, consisting of only four input vectors over a one-layer, one-output, two-input network. Furthermore, we show that the region of attraction to the local minima can greatly dominate the region for the global minimum, implying a high probability of failure of the BP algorithm for such instances.
In Section IV, we construct examples where optimal LSE solutions do not minimize the number of misclassifications. For these examples, BP is guaranteed to converge to the wrong set of weights. This is shown to occur even for very restricted problem domains, such as Boolean input vectors and equilength input vectors. Although it has been previously noted that LSE solutions do not necessarily minimize the number of misclassifications [ 81 the specific results obtained are new and stronger than the previous statements. Such deviations are shown to be widespread and occurring even in very simple problems.
Finally, in Section V we extend our results to hidden layer networks. We construct and analyze an example which has a non-separating local minimum. While hidden layer networks were known to have local minima, our example is linearly separable. In the concluding section we mention relevant previous work in thls area.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We now formulate the problem more precisely. We first consider k-input feedforward networks with no hidden units, and with one output unit (see Fig. 1 ). A pattern p of inputs is characterized by k real numbers, ip,l,* a , i , , k . An activation function f transforms the inputs into an output of the system. The function f is assumed to be differentiable and have a strictly positive first derivative (i.e., strictly increasing). Often, a sigmoid or logistic function, f ( x ) = l / ( l + e-flx), is used, as a family of differentiable functions approaching the step function as p + CO.
The network is characterized by the weights w, leading from the ith input unit to the output unit, and by the bias 8, of the output unit. Writing the weights and inputs 
of E . We consider only the situation where the teacher values are attainable, i.e., for each t, there exists a real number U, (unique, by the strict monotonicity of f ) such that f( U , ) = t,.
We will denote by I the set of input vectors, i.e., I = { i n , n = l ; . . , p } . When we want to emphasize the dependence of the error function on the set of input vectors, I , we write E , ( w ) instead of E ( w ) . Then (1) can be written as
We will continue to use this notation even when some of the inputs coincide.
In our problems, the set of patterns consist of two subsets, and we write I = I+ U I-for the corresponding decomposition of I. Then one says that a weight vector w separates I if, for any it in I + and i -in I-,
w -i + > w -i -. I is separable if there exists a weight vector w which separates I. The chief results in this paper are the construction of examples which are separable, but for which the minima of E do not separate. In the examples, the teachers assume two values, t + > t-, where ti = t+ (resp. t -) for all i in I+ (resp. I-).
In Section V we extend our results to hidden layer networks. In such a network, one or more intermediate and for the gradient of E we have a formula similar to (2):
; € I All of our examples are formulated according to the following scheme. We start with a separable problem, 1 = I+ U I-, for which E has a unique, easily identifiable separating minimum, wo. We then modify I by adding to it one more input ve?tor, s, whch we call the spoiler. The new set of inputs, I = I U { s}, is still separable. However, E f will Gave a minimtm close to wo which does not separateI-=I-from I + = I + u { s } .
In the next two sections, we show nonseparating minima of two different types. In Section 111, we demonstrate error functions for nonlinear activation functions which have local nonseparating minima in addition to a global minimum. In this case, the effect is due to the nonlinearity of the activation function. We show that even one layer networks can have local minima. In this example the spoiler is a vector longer than those which comprise the zero-error solution.
Section IV shows examples for which the error surface has only one minimum, which is nonseparating. These examples hold for any strictly increasing monotone transformation. These examples do not employ a long spoiler vector. Instead, there are many vectors of the same length. All of our examples are linearly separable, and therefore are optimally solved by a one-layer perceptron.
NON-SEPARATING LOCAL MINIMUM
In this section, we present an example for whtch the error function contains a non separating local minimum. The example is extremely simple, containing only four input patterns. This example requires a nonlinear transformation, f , such as the logistic. The precise conditions on f are shown in Appendix I. Our analysis of Example 1 forms the basis of the remaining examples.
Example 1
The network has two inputs, i.e., the vectors w and i are three dimensional. The set Z contains only three vectors,
shown in Fig. 3(a) . Since i-, i:, i: are linearly independent, the system of equations w . i -= U-' w . j : = U + ; w . i i = U + has a unique solution, namely,
Here, U+, U -< U + are the arguments of f which yield the teachers: f ( u + ) = t+, f ( u -) = t-.
Consider now an augmented system ? with i-= I -,
?+= Z + U { s } , where for th! spoiler, s, we have 5 =
[0, -y ] , y > 0. The system Z is obviously separable for any y (see Fig. 3(b) ). On the other hand, let us assume that Ef has a local minimum ws which is close to w,, for y large. Then, this local @nimum ws of Ef fails to separate the separable system Z. We prove the latter as follows. Since
ws-s + -CO as y + + CO. On the other hand, since for large y , f (w; i-) (resp. f (w; i+ )) is close to t -(resp. t
one has f ( w ; s ) < f ( w ; i -) < f(w;i,?)
for all y large enough. Thus the local minimum fails to classify s correctly. It remains to show that our assumption on ws is correct. The proof is contained in the following section, using the result of Lemma 1, contained in Appendix I.
Proof of the Existence of a Nearby Local Minimum
The existence of the local minimum w, of E? near w, can be proved either using a standard fixed point theorem, or more geometrically, which is the approach we will take. First, we show that for the example without the spoiler, we have a nondegenerate minimum. The Hessian of E , d 2E/d w2, at w, is the matrix M with entries
Hence, if Z contains at least three linearly independent vectors, as is the case, the matrix M is positive definite, and therefore wo is an isolated critical point of El. (This is also intuitively obvious from (3) since under the above condition on I , the system of equations f ( w e ; ) = ti(i E Z ) has a unique solution, if any at all.) Let B( w,, r ) be the (closed) ball of radius r centered at wo; it is now easy to see that there exists r > 0 with the properties: (2) that as y + + CO,
uniformly for w E B( w,, r ) . Moreover, assuming that f '
and f" also have limits at -CO, we obtain that
a'Ei(w)/aw' + a*E,(w)/aw' a s y + + c c (8) uniformly for w E B( w,, r ) .
When conditions (7) and (8) are satisfied, then for all y large enough, Ei has a unique critical point w, in B( w,, r ) . Furthermore, Et( w ) > Ei( w,) for all w E B( w,, r ) , w # w,, and w, + wo as y + + CO, as required. The abstract result justifying these assertions is stated as Lemma 1 in Appendix I. The precise conditions required on f are: f is twice continuously differentiable with f ' > 0; f , f I , and f" have finite limits at + CO and -CO.
Thus the logistic satisfies our conditions, but linear functions do not.
Simulation Results for Example I
In this section, we display the energy landscape for Example 1. Our display plots the error in the vertical dimension against the two weights w1 and w,. Since we cannot incorporate three parameters into our display, we have modified Example 1 slightly so that both the global minimum as well as the point corresponding to the correct separating solution have the same value for the third parameter, namely the bias. Thus both these points appear in our pictures, and varying the bias around the given value does not change the landscape significantly.
The error surface, Ei( w), for Example 1 is shown in Fig.  4 . The local minimum occurs in the middle of a large flat region, and any initial set of weights in this region converges to a nonseparating solution. For teacher values t + = 0.9, t -= 0.1, y = 5 yields a nonseparating local minimum. In this case, the local minimum is very near the zero 
IV. NONSEPARATING GLOBAL MINIMUM
In the previous example, the spoiler vector was long. The situation of nonseparating minima cannot, however, be avoided by equilength vectors. In fact, in the next example, in which all vectors are of equal length, the local nonseparating minimum, w,, is in fact the global minimum of E f ( w ) . Further, we show that the function E f ( w ) has only one minimum (w,) for these examples. The situation is thus more dramatic than in the previous, since proper implementation of BP is guaranteed to converge to this nonseparating weight vector. We then show how to extend these ideas to other types of problems. We note that, unlike in Example 1, this result holds for any valid activation function, f, including linear.
I , Example 2
All the input vectors for Example 2 will be of the same length. We again use a two input network, so w and i have .
---
The spoiler is
This example is illustrated in Fig. 5 . There are n copies of each of three vectors, and a single spoiler.
We again pick any t -< t + in the range of f and define .
Any weight vector separating f has least square error of O ( n ) . More precis$y, there exists c > 0 such that for all w separating I,
To prove (lo), it is enough to showAthat there exists c > 0 such that for any w separating I,
Now, the set of w which are separating for f is con- 1w.i; -u+I is 2 6. But then (11) follows, since f is strictly increasing. Thus, there exists a separable example for which no solution of the LSE problem separates. While inequality (10) and a continuity argument are sufficient to show that the global minimum is nonseparating, it can be shown that our example has the following strong property:
For n large enough, Ej has a unique critical point. This critical point, w,, tends to wo as n + CO, and Ef( w ) > Ej( w,) for w # w, (i.e., w, is a strict global minimum).
The proof of this is sketched in Appendix 11.
Simulation Results for Example 2
For large enough n, Example 2 has been shown to have a unique, nonseparating minimum. Numerical results indicate that for teachers t + = 0.75, t -= 0.25, n = 6 is sufficient for the result to hold. With teachers t + = 0.9, t -= 0.1, n = 15 will suffice.
A picture of the energy landscape for Example 2 is given in Fig. 6 . Our display plots the error in the vertical dimension against the two weights w 1 and w2. As before, we have modified Example 2 slightly so that both the global minimum as well as the point corresponding to the correct separating solution have the same value for the bias. With n chosen large enough the surface is bowl shaped, with only a single minimum, and t h s minimum fails to separate the problem.
Additional Examples with Non-Separating Global Minima
Example 3: (All vectors different, normalized) This is really just a variation of Example 2, but with all the input vectors different. We "split" the three vectors of I into three groups, each consisting of n vectors which are close to either i-, i : , or i ; . The new situation is illustrated in Fig. 7 . are of the same length. While inequality (10) and a continuity argument are sufficient to show that the minima are nonseparating, it can be shown that our example has the following strong property:
For n large enough and e small enough, Ei has a unique critical point. This criticalpoint, w,, tends to wo as e tends to 0, and Ei( w ) > Ei( w,) for w f w,.
The proof is sketched in Appendix 11.
We will now use a perturbative argument to show that for small enough e , any separating set of weights has error O ( n ) , thus proving that the situation of Example 2 holds for small but nonz:ro e . We note that the set of separating weight vectors of I ( € ) is contained in the closed convex set W defined by (12). Weight vector wo does not separate f ( e ) ; we now show that for all small enough e > 0, inf Eic,, ( w ) > cn.
w c w
Since Ef(<)( w ) -+ Ei( w ) as e + 0 for each w, our problem is in getting a good enough lower bound on the LHS of inequality (13), which is uniform in n. (Whle it is presumably true that the LHS of (13) is also a continuous function of e , we have no proof of it, apart from the case when f is linear.) In view of our results about E,, it is enough to establish the following.
Write i,, i,, i,, t,, t,, t,, for i:, iz, i-, t + , t + , t -, respectively, and for any j,, j 2 , j, E W 3, let We claim that there exist c'> 0, S > 0 such that if dist( j,, i , ) < 6 for i = 1,2,3, then F ( J ) 2 c'. That this is true follows from the following: Proposition: Let w, jl E Wk, U , E W, i = 1; . ., n, and suppose the family { j,, i = 1; . -, n } generates W'. The uniqueness of w is obtained from standard results on the geometry of convex sets in Euclidean spaces familiar from treatments of least squares and pseudo-inverses. The continuity may be obtained by the use of Lemma 1 in Appendix I. Details of the proof are omitted. Now, let U,, for i = 1,2,3, be such that f( U,) = t , and apply the above proposition to ( J , U). Since i,, i,, i , generate W ,, the assumptions on ( J , U ) are satisfied for jl close enough to i,. Moreover, for J close to I , w( J ) will be close to w ( Z ) . However, since wo 4 W,
C ( w ( z ) . i l -u , ) 2 #~.
By the proposition, there exists a neighborhood, say U , of I and a constant c" > 0 such that for all J E U and all w € W I ( w . j l -U,), 2 c".
I
This implies the existence of the c' and S of our statement about F ( I ) 2 c'. We now apply the statement that F ( J ) 2 c' to j , = i2+k-1,c, j2 = i;k,c, j , = iL,€ and obtain that inequality (13)
holds for e small enough. Thus our assertion is proved.
Example 4: (Boolean vectors)
We show that examples of nonseparating minima can be constructed even for the very restricted case in which all vectors are Boolean. We consider a one layer network having m inputs and one output. This example can be analyzed as a three-input problem because the inputs i , through i , do not affect the character of the solution. They merely allow for 2"-, "copies" of each input vector type to be in fact different. The threeinput portions of tlus example are represented graphically in Fig. 8 , along with their respective separating planes. The separating plane in Fig. 8(a) represents a zero-error solution w, for Z which does not separate the spoiler vector. Furthermore\it is easy to see that any weight vector w, which separates I has error proportional to n. In order to capture s, w, must be greater than zero. Now simply pair the vectors of I + which differ only at position 3:
[1,1,0, i,; * ., i , , l ] and [ l , l , l , i,; . -, i,, 11. Since w3 > 0, each of the n pairs incurs some minimum error at position 3, independent of n. We omit the detailed proof of these statements.
Example 5: (Higher dimensions)
The previous example has shown that high dimensional examples can be constructed quite easily. We can construct the analog of Example 2 in high dimensions by considering: The problem I has a set of zero-error solutions wo for which_ w1 = w2 = 1/2( U,+ -U -) > 0, and w, does not separate I. To show that Z separating solutions, w,, have error proportional to n , consider the n pairs of vectors  [1,0, i,, i,; -0 , i,+,,l], [0,1, i,, i,; *.,i,+,,l] . It is easy to show that for all ws, w1 < w2. Once again, each pair incurs some amount of error, independent of n.
0,11.

V. EXAMPLE 6: HIDDEN LAYER NETWORKS
In this section, we extend our results to networks with hidden layers. It has been observed that the energy surface for multilayered networks can have local suboptimal minima, even for simple problems (e.g. two-input XOR). However, our example is more dramatic, since we construct a linearly separable problem for which a hidden layer network has a local non-separating minimum.
The strategy is as in Example 2 (or 3). First, we construct a family I = I + U I -of input vectors so that E, has a local non-degenerate minimum, w,, which is separating for I. Next, we define a spoiler, s, in such a way that wo does not separate the (separable) family I U { s }. Define the se,t I , to consist of each vector of I repeated n times, and I = I, U { s }. By the argument of Example 2, E f has a local non-degenerate minimum, w,, which is close to w, for n large enough, and-which therefore does not separate the (separable) family I . W e thus obtain an example with a hidden layer for which the Perceptron convergence procedure would find a separating vector whatever the starting weights, while Back Propagation will fail to do so for some initial ~ conditions.
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The construction will be worked out for a multilayered network with two inputs, two hidden units and one output unit. Adjacent layers of the network are fully interconnected, and the activation function is the logistic function. In the notation of Section I1 (see (4)) the nine-dimensional weight vector is written as where WO"' (resp. wl, w 2 ) are the three-dimensional weight vectors formed by weights connecting the output unit (resp. the two hidden units) with the units of the level below, and the corresponding biases.
First, we must find a problem which has a non-degenerate zero-error solution. Let F denote the map which to every input i associates its image in the ( h , , h,)-plane-the plane of outputs of the hidden layer: ( f ( w 1 . i ) , f ( w 2 -i ) ) .
Note that if we choose the vectors W' and W 2 to be linearly independent, as will be the case below, then for each h such that 0 < h, < 1, j = 1,2, there is exactly one input vector i such that F ( i ) = h. Furthermore, for E, to have a zero-error minimum, the points of F ( I ) must lie on two parallel lines, one containing F( I + ) and the other F( I -). If two such parallel lines are chosen, then wout is uniquely defined by t + and t-. These remarks suggest the following scheme for the construction:
Choose two parallel lines in the ( h l , h,)-plane.
Choose the values t * of the teachers and compute wout Pick a family H + of points on one of the lines and a family H -on the other, both families contained in the range of F.
Choose the vectors W' and W 2 to be linearly independent, and define I + = F -' ( H + ) and Z-= F -' ( H -) .
Adjust the values of w', H * to obtain: (a) families I * which are linearly separable, and (b) a non-degenerate minimum w, = [ tuoUt, wl, w2] of E,, i.e., the Hessian of EI at wo is positive definite.
Choose a spoiler, s, so that ? is again linearly separable, but w, does not separate 1 ' U {s} from I-.
As this description suggests, one should be able to construct many examples of this lund, if any. We give one example; only the first few significant digits are given.
The separating line in the ( h l , h,)-plane, the families H +, and the point corresponding to the spoiler are shown /t (i))'iTi;, j , k = 1, * ,9.
i C I
This is obtained in the same way as (6), taking into account that oi -t i = 0 at wo. The generalization of this formula to more layers is straightforward.
As in the case of no hidden layers, the matrix M is always positive semi-definite. It is positive definite, and therefore the minimum wo is non-degenerate, if and only if its determinant, det( M ) , is nonzero, or, equivalently, if there are at least nine independent vectors in the family { i#: i E I } . A computer calculation yields a nonzero value for det ( M ) with the above nine inputs. Though the numerical results leave no doubt that det(M) # 0, to make our computations into a complete proof we would have to follow the roundups made during the computations, and thus turn it into a "computer-assisted proof." We did not do this, however, we stress that given the fact that det ( M ) # 0, the arguments of Example 2 (and 3) do complete the proof.
Now one needs only a spoiler to complete the construction:
does the job (see Fig. 9(a) ).
We emphasize that our example is linearly separable; a simple one layer, two input Perceptron would be guaranteed to correctly solve this problem. It is generally believed that such a simple problem would easily be solved by a multilayered BP trained network. We thus see that hidden layers are no guarantee for successful classification.
VI. COMMENTS
We have constructed simple examples, where, both for one-layer and hidden layer networks, gradient descent will fail to separate two families of linearly separable vectors.
This work was motivated by the claims made for back propagation in [7] , and other publications of the PDP group, that back propagation is suitable for learning to classify arbitrary sets of inputs. After completing this work, we became aware that it has been noted in the past that solutions with LSE are not the same as having a minimum number of misclassifications [8]. It is not stated that LSE solutions can have errors even when fully separating solutions exist. It has also been noted that the linear Widrow-Hoff rule can misclassify cases for which the perceptron would succeed [3]. However, in the latter case, it would seem to have been ascribed to the fact that the rule is applied to one sample pattern at a time. Our results show that such misclassifications are not the result of a particular rule, nor are they confined to cases with complicated energy landscapes.
As mentioned, an earlier version of some of our examples has appeared [2]. The Examples 1 and 2 there were first constructed by Joseph Slawny. (This was inadvertently omitted from the published proceedings.) After he announced the results at the Rutgers meeting on Statistical Mechanics in May 1988, he was informed by S. Solla that his group at the AT&T Bell Laboratories have obtained results similar to Example 2 for lineurf. In t h s case, the cost function E is quadratic, and the results can be obtained by purely algebraic methods. Unfortunately, their results were not available to us at the time of writing.
After this paper had been accepted for publication, we learned from Amir Dembo about the work by Wittner and Denker [9] . The example of their Fig. 2 is similar in spirit to our earlier version of Example 2 [2], in which the input vectors were not of equal length. Their Y' is playing the role of spoiler. It is, however, suggested in this paper that hidden layer counterexamples will not work.
APPENDIX I
We formulate a lemma needed in the proof for Example 1 (Section 111).
Lemma 1 and (iv) d 2 f n / d x 2 -, d 2 f / a x 2 uniformly on K , then for all n large enough, f , has a unique critical point x , E K , and f , ( x ) > f , ( x , ) for all x E K . For a proof of (a) we note that due to the compactness of E, it is enough to consider the case of a sequence x,, converging to a point y E E. Then since f n ( x n ) < f , ( z ) for all z E K , passing here to the limit with n and using the fact that f , ( x , ) + f ( y ) (by uniform convergence of f , to f ) we obtain that f ( y ) d f ( z ) for all z E K , which by the uniqueness of the minimum of f implies that y = x . (b) is rather obvious, given (a); we omit the proof.
APPENDIX I1 UNIQUE MINIMUM IN EXAMPLE 2
The proof has a perturbative component, of the type of Lemma 1, and a geometric one, which handles the situation "at infinity". The difficulty here is that in any neighborhood of infinity, there are points where the gradient of the perturbation Ei is larger than the gradient of E,, and therefore a simple perturbative argument, which is sufficient in a finite region, must be supplemented by a more precise analysis. To make the exposition clearer we start with a geometric interpretation of the problem. Let I and E be as in (3) and assume that all the teachers, t i are attainable. Let P i be the plane in the w-space defined by
Note that i is a vector perpendicular to Pi. Thus as is seen from formula (2) for the gradient, v E i is a vector perpendicular to P i and always pointing in a direction opposite to Pi. Moreover, v E i ( w ) = 0 if and only if w E P i (also, the length of v E i ( w ) tends to zero as it moves away from P i towards infinity, but this is of no importance here).
Consider now the family of planes P i , i E I. It partitions the space into a finite number of convex regions, which we shall call cells, and their boundaries. Each cell is an intersection of a finite number of half-spaces. Some of the cells are bounded (finite cells), while others extend to infinity (infinite cells). Fig. 10 presents a two-dimensional version (somewhat misleadingly simple) of the problem. There are three finite and eight infinite cells in this example.
We claim that V E is not zero at the points of the closure of the union of infinite cells. Moreover, our analysis provides important information on the direction of V E in t h s region. To see ths, let C be one of the infinite cells, let P(C) be the family of planes bounding C and let I ( C ) be the set of corresponding input vectors. Hence for each i one can define c i = k 1 so that Then (15) holds for any w, i.e., w, is a (unique) global minimum of E .
To prove this, consider any weight vector S with r ( S ) > R. We can assume that there exists c > 0 such that inequality (14) holds for all w with r ( w ) > R -c
otherwise we would decrease q slightly to achieve this. Let s -, w ( s ) be the integral curve starting at S of the vector field w + -e( w ) defined in tbe region (16). Assuming f to be twice continuously differentiable, this integral curve is uniquely defined (until w ( s ) reaches the boundary of (16)) and is continuously differentiable. We have, by defi- Lemma 2 is directly applicable to our example with n Moreover, as is easy to see, Er has exactly one critical point, wO, which is also a strict global minimum: Er( w ) > E[( w,) for w # w,. Consider now the above construction applied to the planes Pi-, Pit, Pi;, P". We first choose r large enough so that all the finite cells of this system are contained in B( w,, r ) . Then we choose n so large that Ei has exactly one minimum, w,, in B(w0,3r), a minimum which is close to w,, and B(w,,2r) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2. That such n exists, and that for n large enough w, is the only critical point in B(w0,3r) follows directly from Lemma 1, since 1 n -E i + E;-+ E;: +Ei,+ Thus application of Lemma 2 ends the proof in this case. When the vectors are split, as in Example 3, one needs an additional continuity argument, since the number of planes P i is now changing with n. This is elementary though tedious, and omitted here. Thus for examples 2 and 3, we have, for large n, a unique global non-separating minimum.
